"NATIONAL WORKING WOMAN’S HOLIDAY"

CASSINGLE: "National Working Woman's Holiday" by Sammy Kershaw, Easy+
Mercury 858 722-4
CHOREO: Kelli McChesney
TIME: 3:09

INTRO: Wait (32) beats / Start with LEFT foot

PART A (56 BEATS):

(2) "LUCYS" --- DS BR(UP) Toe-Heel(IF) TCH(IB)
L R R R L
(2) "BASKETBALL" --- STEP(FWD) PIVOT(turn ½ right) STEP
L L R R
(1) "FANCY DOUBLE" --- DS DS RS RS
L R LR LR
(1) "PUSH OFF" --- DS RS RS RS
L RL RL RL
(1) "TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS RS (turn ½ right)
R L R LR
(2) "ALABAMAS" --- DS HEEL(UP) TCH(IB) BR(UP)
L R R R R

REPEAT PART A TO FACE FRONT --- OMIT ALABAMAS

PART B (16 BEATS):

(1) "TRIPLE KICK, TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS KICK DS DS DS RS
L R L R R L R LR
(4) "BASICS" --- DS RS (turn 360° left)
L RL

CHORUS (32 BEATS):

(1) "ROCKING CHAIR" --- DS BR(UP) DS RS
L R R LR
(1) "HEEL STEPS" --- DS HS HS HS
L RR LL RR
(3) "SLAPBACKS" --- DBL(B) TOE-STEP(IB)
L L L

"BASIC"

REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS
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BREAK  (16 BEATS):
(1) "SLUR BRUSH" --- DS SLUR(IB) DS BR(UP)(turn ½ left)
   L R  L R
(1) "SLUR BASIC" --- DS SLUR(IB) DS RS
   R L  R LR
(2) "BASICS" --- (turn ½ left)
(1) "FANCY DOUBLE"

(1) REPEAT PART A
(1) REPEAT PART B
(1) REPEAT CHORUS
(1) REPEAT BREAK*** *** --- (no turn on basics)
(1) REPEAT BREAK***

PART ½A  (24 BEATS):
(2) "LUCYS"
(2) "BASKETBALL TURNS"--- (turn ½ right on each)
(1) "FANCY DOUBLE"
(1) "PUSH OFF"
(1) "TRIPLE"

(2) REPEAT CHORUS
(1) REPEAT BREAK

SEQUENCE:  Wait 32, A, B, CHORUS, BREAK, A, B, CHORUS, BREAK***,
BREAK***, ½A, CHORUS, CHORUS, BREAK.

ABBREVIATIONS:
DS --- double step DBL --- double toe
BR --- brush IF --- cross in front
TCH --- touch IB --- cross in back
RS --- rock step FWD --- forward
HS --- heel step
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